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Congress Rental Network
Instant solutions. Tailor made.
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No capital investment
Rental means no big start-up costs, and no 
depreciation planning. It also means 
predictable fi xed costs, so you can plan 
your budgets with greater accuracy.

No maintenance 
Rental means that you do not need to 
service or repair the equipment. Neither do 
you need to upgrade it or store redundant 
systems – the company you rent it from will 
do all that for you.

More peace of mind
Reputable rental companies provide 
professional, highly-trained engineers to 
install, maintain and even operate the 
conference system. They can also train your 
staff to operate it optimally. 

Fast, effi cient last-minute changes
Often there are last-minute changes. That’s 
why a CRN member has the back-up 
systems and man-power to implement them 
quickly and effi ciently. All it takes is a phone 
call.

For organizations that have only an occasional conference, it makes good 

sense to rent the associated audio-visual equipment - as and when needed. 

But for organizations that regularly stage conferences, there are also many 

compelling reasons to rent. 

Why rent rather than buy?
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Why rent from CRN?
The Conference Rental Network (CRN) is a 
worldwide network of more than 40 top-quality, 
independent companies, each equipped with a large 
variety of state-of-the-art Bosch conference systems.

Each CRN member is a specialist in these 
conferencing and simultaneous interpretation 
solutions. They have vast experience in installing and 
operating them in countless venues around the 
world. The CRN members also cater for any type of 
event - large or small - so whether you are dealing 
with thousands of delegates from all corners of the 
world or just a handful of representatives in a single 
meeting room, we can supply the exact, perfect-fi t 
solution you need.

For large events, your CRN member will not only 
supply and install the equipment. Your CRN member 
can also provide additional services, for example 
operators for during the event. And for smaller 
gatherings in hotel suites or break-out rooms, your 
CRN member will install a proven and reliable 
solution, designed around your needs. As soon as the 
conference or meeting is over, all the equipment is 
disassembled and removed. It’s like having an 
extension to your own team, with immediate access 
to experts in the fi eld for smooth, problem-free 
events. This means that you will never need to worry 
about faults, bugs, or setbacks.

In addition, by choosing a CRN member to supply 
your conferencing equipment, you are guaranteed 
maximum effi ciency, optimum control, and perfect 
sound reproduction. That’s because only the best 
Bosch conference systems and peripheral equipment 
are used.
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Before joining the CRN, each of the current 
members were audited and appraised 
according to highly rigorous selection 
criteria. They therefore represent the best 
of the best. Collectively, they have more 
than 1,100 employees, and host more 
than 40,000 events every year.
Equipped with a product inventory of 
more than 65,000 receivers, more than 
10,500 microphones, more than 
730 interpreter booths and more. 
All worth more than 200 million USD. 

When you employ a CRN member, you don’t 
just get a highly professional specialist, you 
get an entire network of specialists. This 
network ensures that your CRN member 
has access to virtually unlimited resources, 
thanks to our practice of pooling equipment 
and sharing expertise.

But perhaps even more importantly to you, 
all CRN members are selected on 
geographic relevance as well as technical 
ability. So wherever you are located, there 
is a CRN member nearby. Think of it as your 
doorway to the huge CRN global resource.

Your global resource  
backed by local support
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No two conferences are the same, so a tailor-made 
approach to conference rental equipment is essential.  
CRN members can provide all conference systems and 
services, including facilities for press rooms, break-out 
meeting rooms, and interfacing with public address and 
audio-visual systems. 

With up to 24 years of experience in all kinds of events, 
CRN members have the knowledge and understanding to 
make your particular event a resounding success. From 
international summits, to company sales conferences. 
Whatever your unique needs, our CRN members will be 
familiar with the answers.

Service and experience  
for your particular event

Why Bosch?
Building on world-class expertise, Bosch 
has led the conference market for over  
60 years by consistently introducing 
innovative products. The Bosch name is 
synonymous with innovation, quality and 
reliability. That’s why CRN uses Bosch 
conferencing and simultaneous 
interpretation systems. 

Bosch provides a wide range of state-of-the-
art solutions for all types of conferencing 
applications. It was the first company to 
introduce a fully digital conference system 
(DCN), which set the industry standard 
more than 20 years ago. And more recently, 
Bosch introduced its latest innovation: the 
DCN multimedia Conference System. This 
is a revolutionary new system powered by 
the unique Bosch IP-based OMNEO media 
networking architecture. It also includes  
touchscreen multimedia conference 
devices, based on Android. Today, Bosch 
conference solutions are used by all kinds 
of customers, ranging from small-sized 
companies and multinational corporations 
to local and international governments. 
Not surprisingly then, Bosch is the 
global market leader in conferencing and 
simultaneous interpretation solutions. 
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Worldwide CRN Members

      b  The Americas 

Argentina Congress Rental Argentina www.congressrental.com

Canada  Duoson Multimedia www.duoson.com

 Mediaco, The Presentation Company www.mediaco.ca

Chile Magix Congress Logistics www.magix.cl

Colombia CongressColombia.com SAS www.congresscolombia.com

Mexico Van Der Corp S.A. de C.V. www.vandercorp.com.mx

USA  Congress Rental USA www.congressrentalusa.com

           Asia Pacifi c 

Australia Congress Rental Australia www.congressrental.com.au

Hong Kong Polyglot Translations www.polyglot.com.hk

Malaysia AV Image Systems Sdn Bhd www.avimage.com.my

Singapore Congress Rental Singapore  www.congressrental.asia

South Korea Panorama Media www.pano-m.com

Taiwan GIS Congress Rental Co Ltd www.giscongressrental.com

Thailand Numthip Associates www.numthip.co.th
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          European, Middle East and Africa 

Austria Kongresstechnik GmbH www.kongresstechnik.at

Belgium Microson www.microson.be

Bulgaria KTBG Kongresstechnik www.seg.bg

Croatia Tehnozavod CRN d.o.o www.tehnozavod-crn.hr

Denmark Teletech Conference Communications www.teletech.dk

France I.S. Communication www.iscommunication.com

 Aucop www.aucop.com

Germany Elakustik GmbH www.elakustik.de

Greece P.C. Podimatas Audiovisual S.A. www.podimatas.com

Hungary CRN Hungary Ltd www.congressrental.hu

Italy Tecnoconference - TC Group Italy www.tcgroup.it

Latvia KT Serviss SIA www.ktserviss.lv

Malta Studio 7 Co Ltd www.studioseven.com.mt

Netherlands Jacot Audiovisueel www.jacot.nl

Poland  BSC AV sp. Zoo www.bscav.eu

Portugal  Smart Choice Audiovisuais, Lda www.smartchoice.pt

Russia  Synchrotel www.synchrotel.ru

Serbia  Congress Rental Serbia www.congressrental.rs

Slovenia  Robotrade, d.o.o www.robotrade.si

South Africa Congress Rental S. Africa Pty Ltd www.congressrental.co.za

Spain Ditec Comunicaciones www.ditec.es

 PCRent www.pcrent.es

Sweden ProShop Europe AB www.proshopeurope.com

Switzerland Dorier S.A. www.dorier.ch

Turkey Consys Communications www.consys.com.tr

Ukraine Leater Plus Ltd www.leaterplus.com

United Arab Emirates Congress Rental Emirates www.congressrentalemirates.com

United Kingdom Ubiqus - Westminster Sonus www.westminstersonus.com
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CRN Project References

This international summit is a powerful example of how CRN members do everything possible to ensure a 
successful conference, which often requires problem-solving creativity beyond their own area of expertise.

VII Summit of the Presidents of the Pacific 
Alliance (Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru), 
Golf Country Club in Cali, Colombia

• 15 DCN Next Generation  

 microphones 

• 200 Integrus receivers

• 2 fully equipped  

 interpreter booths  

 (interpreter desks included)

• Podium microphones

• Dome cameras 

In June 2013, our member in Singapore, Congress Rental Singapore, 
supported the Shangri-La Dialogue, where speakers included Prime 
Ministers, defense experts and military chiefs from 28 Asia-Pacific 
states.

Congress Rental Singapore equipped the main room for simultaneous 
interpretation of four languages with 500 receivers and 186 conference 
microphones, while each of the three parallel break-out rooms had a  
PA system with 30 conference microphones and two dome cameras.  
All break-out room video feeds and all languages in each room were 
relayed to the press office, which was located 100m away in another 
part of the building. Journalists could watch and listen to any of the 
three break-outs and at the same time listen to any of the 12 channels 
coming from the three rooms.

Shangri-La Dialogue, 12th IISS Asia Security 
Summit, Singapore

• Four  languages

• Main room: 500 receivers,  

 186 conference microphones

• Three break-out rooms:  

 each with 30 conference  

 microphones and  

 two dome cameras

The complexity of this event was intensified when the organizers 
decided to host it in a Golf Country Club, which was totally unprepared 
for an event of this size. For example, the existing cable ducts were 
totally inadequate so new ones had to be built. The press rooms were 
very far away and special electrical systems were needed. And during 
the summit, some rooms needed to be totally re-equipped during the 
night since they were needed the next day for different activities. 
Nevertheless, it all went perfectly smooth and the client sent a personal 
letter of thanks to the CRN member expressing their “most sincere 
gratitude for your tireless support.” 

As a result, in May 2013, the City of Cali received 8 Heads of State,  
400 businessmen coming from 14 countries, 437 members of the 
national and international press and more that 10 ministerial 
delegations, all of which reasserted the Pacific Alliance as the most 
important integration process in Latin America.

The forum gets its name from the Shangri-La Hotel in Singapore and is considered the biggest defence and  
security forum in the Asian region.
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When you provide conferencing equipment to the world’s most powerful 
military alliance, everything down to the last detail has to be planned 
and implemented with true military precision. And that’s just what 
CRN Hungary provided in September 2013. This CRN member was 
selected for its “utmost reliability and professionalism performed during 
the past 20 years in the governmental sector”. Afterwards, the event’s 
hosts offi cially congratulated our member for the “professionalism, 
expertise, quick communication and detailed planning.” 

During this NATO Conference 28 military chiefs of staff consulted with 
each other and discussed highly sensitive security issues in four 
different languages. All discussions and presentations were highly 
secured and kept private, since the DCN Next Generation is a closed 
system, security experts were confi dent that no sensitive information 
left the meeting room.

Top security NATO Conference of military 
chiefs of staff , Budapest Hilton, Hungary
• 40  DCN Next Generation  

 microphones

• 200 Integrus receivers 

 and headsets

• 1 Central Control Unit

• 1 HD Conference Dome

• 3 Dome cameras

• 5 fully equipped 

 interpreter booths 

 (interpreter desks included)

• Secured web cast with  

 several overseas locations

• Secured offi ce
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State-of-the-art conference 
management systems
Venue organizers who use the CRN network have access to the world’s most advanced 

conference management equipment: Conference Systems from Bosch. These advanced 

solutions have earned global recognition for their extreme versatility, reliability and spectacular 

performance. Moreover, they provide the ultimate in ease-of-use and added-value, which are 

essential ingredients for successful meetings.

Advanced functionality for optimum productivity 
Whatever your conference needs, Bosch conference 
solutions will meet them precisely and instantly.  
For example, the DCN Next Generation system can 
handle up to 32 languages and is therefore 
extremely suitable for international conferences.  
It provides touch-screen control for the operator  
and advanced display facilities for delegates, 
including video facilities that automatically display  
full-HD images. There’s even an electronic voting 
facility which improves meeting efficiency.

When wired conference systems are not the best 
choice (for example, in multi-user locations or 
historic buildings) DCN Wireless Discussion Systems 
from Bosch provide the ideal solution. Designed for 
maximum flexibility, the DCN Wireless System is 
quick and easy to set up and break down, meaning 
multiple events can take place in sequence and 
enabling better, more effective use of space. 

The latest version of the DCN software allows  
a mix of wired and wireless delegate units in  
a single system, facilitating easy expansion of  
DCN Next Generation systems to meet changing 
needs, by simply adding more  
DCN Wireless delegate units.

For the convenience of delegates, the DCN systems 
can be combined with the Integrus Digital Infrared 
Language Distribution System from Bosch. This 
produces crystal-clear sound through pocket-sized 
mobile receivers, enabling delegates to move around 
freely and still listen to proceedings in their own 
language.
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Our most revolutionary system yet 
The DCN multimedia Conference System is perhaps 
our most revolutionary system to date. It gives 
people complete control of meetings, even if they 
have never used it before… thanks to its highly 
intuitive user interface: an Android-based  
7” touchscreen with simple user prompts and 
convenient menus. Now users don’t have to think 
about controlling the system, they can focus on 
running and participating in the meeting. 

The DCN multimedia Conferencing System is ideal 
for meetings of varying sizes for example in regional 
councils and boardrooms. It gives everyone easy 
access to all forms of existing content, helping to 

ensure that participants stay interested and listen 
more actively. Delegates have all the information they 
need at their fingertips. Simply by touching the 
interactive screen, they can instantly retrieve 
documents, share presentations and simultaneously 
access the internet. The result: enhanced 
presentation effectiveness and optimized interaction 
between participants.

Award-winning
Many of the Bosch Conference Systems have won 
prestigious design awards. One of the most awarded 
products is part of the DCN Conference Systems 
family, the DCN-D Discussion Unit. In 2013, the unit 
received an iF Design and red dot Award, and in 
2014, the product received an honorable mention in 
the “German Design Award".

Combining a unique slim design with intuitive user 
interface, the DCN-D Discussion Unit allows users to 
focus completely on their meeting while using the 
units. 
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A Tradition of Quality and 
Innovation
For over 125 years, the Bosch name 
has stood for quality and reliability. 
Bosch is the global supplier of choice 
for innovative technology, backed by 
the highest standards for service and 
support.

Bosch Security Systems proudly 
offers a wide range of security, 
safety, communications and sound 
solutions that are relied upon every 
day in applications around the world, 
from government facilities and public 
venues to businesses, schools and 
homes.

Bosch Security Systems 

To learn more about our CRN product 

offering, please visit www.boschsecurity.com

or visit www.congressrentalnetwork.com
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